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         Preparing a Copper Shape

Step 1: Prepare Copper Shape
1. Cut/shape copper. We are using 24 gauge sheet
2. Anneal and  quench. This softens the copper  allowing it to be domed easily and helps excess firescale flake off.
3. Using dapping block, give the copper shape a slight dome, similar to a pillow form. use  a wooden block, 
    as the metal ones have too deep of a dome.Copper should be soft enough to use your fingers to shape it.
4. Apply (sift or paint) medium layer of your base coat of enamel on to the front. We are using opaque black or white 
enamel. Fire to glossy on a firing screen. I let the pieces cool for several seconds and then quench them in a pyrex dish of water. enamel. Fire to glossy on a firing screen. I let the pieces cool for several seconds and then quench them in a pyrex dish of water. 
This helps the firescale on the back flake off easily and cools, them down quickly. They will crack slightly but the cracks will heal 
  in the next firing.
5. Clean loose firescale from back, check dome and make adjustments if piece has become warped.
6.Turn copper over and sift or paint a medium layer of counter enamel. Place counter enamel side up on a trivet and fire until 
  orange peel. If you overfire at this stage the front side may begin to cling to the side of the trivets, requiring some clean up later..
7. Repeat a second  layer of counter enamel, adding twice as much enamel on the second firing. Fire to orange peel.Paint thin 7. Repeat a second  layer of counter enamel, adding twice as much enamel on the second firing. Fire to orange peel.Paint thin 
layer of scalex onto back if not using a trivet. let dry, and either fire with scalex side down on some firing cloth or proceed to 
  whatever your next step is.  
 

Step 2: Apply Silver Foil.
1. Use Fine Silver Foil. Place a piece between paper if necessary to help cutting process if you are trying to
  make very detailed cuts and need precision. Then, separate the foil pieces from the paper pieces you’ve cut.
2. Cut a piece or several pieces to cover surface. Use a mixture of water and glue (klyrfyre)2. Cut a piece or several pieces to cover surface. Use a mixture of water and glue (klyrfyre)
 approx 3 parts water to 1 part glue. Proportion is not critical, and glue could be used 
 straight for smaller pieces. The pieces of foil may overlap slightly. 
3. Paint glue/water mixture onto the front surface of enamel. Use wet tip of brush to pick up foil pieces and 
    place on enamel surface. Try to remove air bubbles. 
4. Let air dry or place on kiln or under a light to dry before firing. The glue must be dry before firing or it will steam.
5. Fire until enamel melts and foil adheres to the enamel. If your next step is to apply enamel which is wet, do not 
    touch with your fingers or the grease from your fingertips will prevent the layer of enamel from flowing effortlessly    touch with your fingers or the grease from your fingertips will prevent the layer of enamel from flowing effortlessly
   when you paint it on.

Step 3: Prepare Transparent Enamel Colors
1. Preparation includes removing fine particles (fines) for optimal clairity
2. Use a dry spoon to place a small amount into a cup. pour in a little bit of water. Use your finger tip to press 
   down into the enamel to break up any lumped sections if necessary. Or use a mortar and pestle to break up
   the enamel.
3. Swirl water enamel mixture for a few seconds, and tilt cup to pour out the cloudy water. The cloudiness is caused3. Swirl water enamel mixture for a few seconds, and tilt cup to pour out the cloudy water. The cloudiness is caused
    by the finer particles floating in the water. Pour the fines (the floaating, fine particles) into a container to keep 
    them from going down drain
4. Repeat several times until water stays clear right from the start. The more enamel in cup
 the longer this will take
5. Make sure you keep track of what color is in what cup! Make a note on a piece of paper
 or write on cup with a sharpie pen.

Step 4: Paint and Fire a thin layer of flux enamel to the front.Step 4: Paint and Fire a thin layer of flux enamel to the front.
1.Apply and fire a thin layer of either flux or desired transparent onto the front of the piece. Some transparents
(usually enamels with gold in them like reds, pinks, and oranges) have a chemical reaction when fired directly on
fine silver. If using a color which reacts to silver, fire a layer of flux over the silver before firing the reactive color.
Be sure to keep the enamel layer thin and wet enough to moved easily with the side of  your brush.
 (See Preparing Fine Silver Shape).
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Mesh Size*

Mesh size is an indicator of glass particle size. The mesh number indicates the number of openings 
in a linear inch in a standard wire mesh screen. 80 Mesh would be 80 openings per linear inch. 
6 Mesh would be six openings per linear inch.
A double mesh number such as 80/200 describes the glass particle sizes which pass through an 80 mesh screen, 
but stay on top of a 200 mesh screen.

80 Mesh enamel is the standard mesh size that Thompson sells. It is the mesh size used for most enameling 80 Mesh enamel is the standard mesh size that Thompson sells. It is the mesh size used for most enameling 
procedures. It is glass that has been ground to a particle size slightly finer than "granular sugar".

6/20 Mesh enamels are particles that have an average diameter of about 1/16" to 1/8". 
This particle size is ideal for bead making on copper tubing, fired with a torch.

100 Mesh is particles that will pass through a standard 100 mesh wire screen (100 openings per linear inch). 
This mesh size is slightly finer than 80 mesh.

150 Mesh is particles that will pass through a standard 150 mesh wire screen (150 openings per linear inch). 
This mesh size is finer than 100 mesh.This mesh size is finer than 100 mesh.

200 Mesh is particles that will pass through a standard 200 mesh wire screen (200 openings per linear inch). 
This mesh size is finer than 150 mesh.

325 Mesh is particles that will pass through a standard 325 mesh wire screen (325 openings per linear inch). 
This mesh size is finer than 200 mesh and resembles "flour" in particle size. 

Clarity and Mesh Size

The larger the grain (smaller the mesh size) the clearer the enamel
Wet enamel: rinse out the finer grainsWet enamel: rinse out the finer grains
Dry enamel: sift out the finer grains

The thinner the layer of enamel the clearer it will be.

Sifting and Mesh Size
Sifting finer mesh sizes (smaller grains) will give you crisper edges both 
with stencils and when using scrafitto (scratching through one layer to get to expose the previous layer) techniques

*from www.thompsonenamel.com
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Mesh Size, Particle Size, and Transparent Clarity
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Sugar Surface
resembles sugar cookie surface; individual grains of enamel melt and pull into one another

Orange Peel Surface
resembles the skin of an orange; individual grains have begun to fuse together but 
the surface still has a texture

Glossy Surface
surface texture has leveled  out and is completely smoothsurface texture has leveled  out and is completely smooth

Over fired Surface
There is not a “specific” over fired look. It may look the same as glossy.
The enamel is over fired when the firing has gone past the desired effect and 
the enamel begins to do things you don’t want it to do: crawl up the side of a
cloisonne wire, turn an undesirable color, bubble through a top layer, etc. 

Firing Stages and Temperature

General Firing Information
I fire my enamels at approximately 1400 to 1450 degrees farenheit.
If I’m using opalescent enamels I will fire at a lower temperature and not let the kiln temperature reach 1400.
I keep my firing glasses on my head and the glove on my hand while I’m firing to remind me that I’m in the kiln.
I don’t let myself pay attention to or focus on anything; i will lose track of time and overfire the piece.
Make sure your firing area is clean of any black flaking off from the firing screens. Clean it up as needed.
I generally try to fire to just past orange peel, so that the surface is just slightly gossy.I generally try to fire to just past orange peel, so that the surface is just slightly gossy.
Generally, sugar fired surface needs to be fired longer if you are going to either glue foil to the surface or paint another 
layer of enamel over it. It is so porous that the glue or water will soak down like a sponge below the surface.
Train yourself to see when the enamel changes from Orange Peel to Glossy. 
If you can catch it at this stage you will not over fire it.  

 Temperature/Firing Time Relationship
The hotter the temperature, the shorter the firing time
The cooler the temperature, the longer the firing timeThe cooler the temperature, the longer the firing time



There is a relationship between time and temperature which determines when the enamel will begin to melt. 
The hotter the temperature, the less time it will take to melt.
The cooler the temperture, the more time it will take to melt.
The temperature of the kiln at any one moment does not determine when the enamel will melt; 
it is how hot the enamel piece has gotten and for how long.
Firing times will vary. Factors include:
Initial temperature of kiln?Initial temperature of kiln?
How long door is opened putting the piece in the kiln?
How long the kiln has been on? How long since someone last fired a piece?
How big is the piece? How thick is the metal? How big is the trivet or screen?
What is the firing temperature of the enamel used? 
What do you want the result to look like?
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Graph not specific for exact firing time and temperature. It is to suggest a relationship necessaryfor enamel to melt.
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